
TEMPERATURE SCREENING SYSTEM

ONE STOP
SOLUTION IN STOCK

     NOW



Thermal imaging cameras allow 
the user to simultaneously, in 
real time, measure the body 
temperatures of multiple 
subjects, as they pass in front.

WHAT ARE THEY ?

 Thermal cameras can provide 
thermal imaging for body 
temperature solutions, which can 
quickly and accurately identify people 
with elevated body temperatures, one 
of the key symptoms of COVID-19.

HOW CAN THEY HELP?
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 High Temperature Accuracy Thermal screening systems are suitable for  
   large traffic flow areas,  

 To be able to scan multiple targets instantly, without forcing people to 
    large traffic flow areas,  

 Allow testing without close exposure to subjects. 
 Hard for subjects to avoid due to large testing area.



ZERO WAIT TIME
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TEMPERATURE SCANNING KIOSKHAND HELD THERMOMETER THERMAL SCREENING SYSTEM

Suitable for low to high traffic flow
areas, scanning multiple targets 
instantly without No queues and 
delays. Testing without exposure to 
subjects. Hard for subjects to avoid

Only suitable for very low traffic 
areas, need to stop and test each 
person individually. Manned 
operation required creating 
potential exposure to virus

Only suitable for low traffic 
flow areas, need to stop and 
test each person individually. 
Risk of individuals bypassing 
system if unmanned. Accuracy 
compromised due to lack of 
black body
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TO BE
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INSTALLATION AFTER SALES SUPPORT

ON SITE INSTALLATION BY 
APPOINTMENT INCLUDED



surveillance solutions, Dahua delivers 
unparalleled quality, reliability and stability.

Dahua Technology is a leading solution 
provider in the global video surveillance 
industry. With around 13,000 employees all 
over the world, Dahua solutions, products, 
and services are used in over 180 countries 
and regions. Dahua has 35 subsidiaries 
globally covering Asia, the Americas, Europe, 
Middle East, Oceania, Africa, etc. With its 

ABOUT DAHUA TECHNOLOGY
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DAHUA THERMAL SCREENING SYSTEM



WHAT COMES IN A SET?

2 SERIES THERMAL CAMERA
• Sensor Resolution: 256 * 192
• Best Detection Distance: 2m
• +/- 0.3 Accuracy

OUR BUNDLES CONTAIN EVERYTHING YOU NEED

Power Adapter Hdmi Cable Tripod + Bracket X2

SET INCLUDES

Black Body Network Video Recorder 2Tb Hard Disk Installed



4 Pot POE Switch 22 Inch Monitor Powerpac Extension Cable

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

When paired with the optional Camera and strobe light, the 
system allows you to track the number of people entering and 
leaving a certain area. Upper limits can be set, and the system 
will notify with an alarm when the limit it exceeded. Great for 
retail, hospitality or any public space where numbers need to be 
monitored and controlled.

FLOW CONTROL

The bundled NVR unit can be additionally fitted with a hard 
drive. This allows footage to be stored and replayed at will.

VIDEO CAPTURE

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL FUNCTIONS

NOW INCLUDED!

Outdoor Marquee



FAQ

How long is turnaround for an order?
We have stock available immediately in our Sydney warehouse. ETA for Installation appointment 
is within 3 days.

How is demonstration organized for Perth, Adelaide and Other areas?
Remote demonstration through zoom can be arranged. Alternatively, a trial and buy option can 
be arranged upon request for qualified customers. The system may also be spotted in different 
places nationwide.

Can I setup the system myself?
Although installation service is included in the bundle and recommended. It’s possible to set it up 
following step by step guide from documents and videos provided.

How is product warranty executed?
• Repairs will be undertaken by the manufacturer, which will be handled through the supplier
• Units can be sent back to the supplier for inspection and repair – We’d handle product pickup 
and delivery.
 

Do we need a security license to operate this? – No



How does the thermal imaging system work?
The camera detects the temperature of up to 15 subjects in real time, and displays their 
temperature on a thermal imaging display.

Does someone need to be watching the screen at all times?
No. If the camera detects a temperature that exceeds this, it will sound an alarm. (you can choose 
to replace alarming sound with a strobe light). Also with recording storage enabled (included) . It 
would capture that passing in a 15 sec video.

Can the footage be stored and reviewed? For how long?
Yes, a 2TB hard drive is included in the NVR. It keeps 1 month of recording and automatically rolls 
over.

Does it need the recording enabled to function properly?
No, the footage will be displayed in real time, for the user to monitor. Recording can be disabled

What certifications does the manufacturer have?
SA8000 - Social Accountability International Standard Certificate, ISO9001 Compliance Certificate 
– ROHS, CE and other common certificates can be provided upon request.

Is the camera considered a medical device?
No, the camera uses scans the user to detect their temperature at a range of 1-3m.



FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THIS PRODUCT 

PLEASE CONTACT US


